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Fiction & Picture Books
My Classics

Family Stories

By K.-M. Amiot & J. Mellan
Eight to nine tender stories highlighting positive values for children
(friendship, solidarity...), with charming classic illustrations
and cute texts. A sweet Christmas gift for the whole family!
Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €16.90
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

Great classics of literature, in their full version,
with 10 original color illustrations.

Ne w
series

Hardcover / 256 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €19.90
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

NEW

NEW

NEW

The Jungle Book
R. Kipling
& G. Lannurien
Grandma’s Beautiful Stories

Little Lord Fauntleroy
F. Hodgson Burnett
& C. Costa

Grandpa’s Wonderful Stories

NEW
Celtic Tales and Legends
By Armanel

Nine original tales and legends inspired
by Breton and Celtic traditions, told by a
true storyteller of the region. Enchanting
stories for children to marvel at the magic
of entrancing legends.
Hardcover / 220 pp / 13.8 x 19 cm / €14.95
From 9 onwards

NEW

A Delicate Elephant
and a Crocodile
With a Big Heart

By S. du Mesnil & C. Barker
Seven sweet and poetic
animal stories, with adorable
illustrations, to help children
understand forgiveness, trust,
generosity… all the qualities that
make life beautiful.
Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm /
€16.90
From 4 onwards

In the Woods, There is…
A Rhinoceros
By P. Grosz & R. Saillard

A moving walk in the woods,
where a child marvels at the
richness of the fauna and
flora: the immensity of a tree,
the sound of an insect, the
innocence of a doe... A poetic
text, with beautiful large doublepage illustrations, reminding the
disappearance of rare beetles:
lucanus, rhinoceros...
Hardcover / 32 pp / 25 x 33.5 cm /
€16.50
From 3 onwards
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Picture Books
Positive Families

A series of colorful and joyful picture books to help children overcome common everyday difficulties thanks to positive discipline.
Includes practical advice at the end of each story. Inclusive and modern, the series is addressed to all kinds of parents and families.
Hardcover with round corners / 32 pp / 18 x 21 cm / €9.50
From 3 onwards
4 available titles

I Don’t Like Vegetables!
B. Grumler & L. Kœlsch

NEW

Little Nighttime Fears
B. Grumler & L. Kœlsch

Thank You My Body!

By O. Célier, T. Piet & P. Matigot
How great we have arms to throw
a ball, ears to listen to beautiful
music, hands to hold toys...
A sweet picture book, with clever
die-cuts, to celebrate the body
and its possibilities, but also
to accept it in all its diversity,
thanks to inclusive illustrations.

A Little Brother…
And What About Me?
B. Grumler & J. Brouant

Tantrum
at the Supermarket
B. Grumler & L. Kœlsch

NEW

The Baboons’ Great Escape
By C. Fait & A. Boutin

A funny picture book to cleverly learn
to count up to 51, following the great
and extravagant adventure of 51
baboons! These imaginative animals
escape from their enclosure and find
themselves scattered throughout the
zoo... where they make a merry mess!
Hardcover / 32 pp + 1 flap / 18.4 x 29 cm /
€15.50
From 3 onwards

Hardcover / 48 pp / 21 x 26 cm /
€16.50
From 3 onwards

NEW

When I’m Grown Up
By J. Das

An inclusive picture book featuring
50 jobs for girls and boys alike.
Children can dream and have
limitless ideas to choose their future
occupations!
Hardcover / 64 pp / 19 x 24 cm / €15.00
From 3 onwards

NEW

Moon-Eyed Panther
By N. Guilbert & A. Griot

A large picture book, with colorful
illustrations full of charm, to learn
about 12 rare animals all around
the world. Each animal is
presented through a double page
with a zoom on one detail with
clues, a double page to reveal it
with unusual information,
and its characteristics at the end
of the book.
Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 31 cm /
€15.50
From 3 onwards
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Picture Books

NEW

Rose

Thirsty

The colorful adventures of a playful
little girl, raised by her single mother,
who innocently disregards societal
imperatives by trying to find and affirm
herself. Includes five humorous short
stories about varied and universal
themes.

Toko, the huge storytelling tree, is dying of thirst, and his friends
the birds are teaming up to save him. A powerful ecological tale
with beautiful watercolor illustrations.

By C. Fait & M. George

Hardcover / 48 pp / 18 x 23 cm / €12.50
From 6 onwards

By R. Courgeon & V. Hié

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 34 cm / €16.50
From 3 onwards

NEW

We Made a Wish

By S. Vidal & C. Monnet
Two children make the wish to
be grown-ups, but nothing goes
as planned: they become giants!
Following their wishes they are
growing, shrinking or switching from
one universe to the other... And if
being was finally more than enough?
A touching story of friendship, full of
tenderness, in a dreamlike world.
Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 34 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards

Whoever You Are

The Washtub

An original, sweet and funny picture
book dealing with the unconditional
love of a mum for her child, accepting
all their distinctive features (tastes,
hobbies, gender...).

In the heat of summer, an adorable
otter has only one desire: to bathe
in fresh water. He then has to fill
the washtub by making several
round trips with the watering can...
but he is not the only one to covet it!
A picture book sparkling with
mischievousness and humor!

By C. Lewalle & M. Clavelet

Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 24 cm / €13.50
From 3 onwards

By A. Modéré & A. Videlo

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22.4 x 27.6 cm /
€14.50
From 3 onwards

A Dog at the School Break

Okay, Bedtime!

Every morning, Jules sees a little dog
waiting near the school, seeming
ready to study. One day, Jules
decides to make it enter for a guided
tour. When a funny furball sows
discord at school... for the great joy
of all the children!

This afternoon, Leon does not want
to nap. Daddy Bear goes with him,
just for a few minutes. And as Leon
wriggles around, Daddy Bear is
slowly closing his eyes... A sweet
story between a son and his dad,
when it is a bit difficult to fall asleep!

By J. Vallery & Aki

Hardcover / 48 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards

4

By A. Modéré & A. Videlo

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22.4 x 27.6 cm /
€14.50
From 3 onwards
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Activities
NEW Dinner is Served!
A New Batch!

S. Da Silva & J. Fritz

Temporary cover

25 kids-friendly recipes, sweet and
savory, from all around the world,
in step-by-step photos to make
them cook easily on their own.
The suggested menus are coming
with decoration ideas, for amazing
family meals, always surprising and
delicious!

DIY Workshop

A DIY series for children from 8, with 8 original projects clearly
explained in steps, using common material for amazing results!
Hardcover / 56 pp / 18 x 25 cm / €12.50
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

Hardcover / 80 pp / 22 x 28.7 cm /
€18.95
From 7 onwards
Also available: Parents, Dinner is Served!

The Young Artist’s
Workshop
By C. Pénicaud

An inspiring guide to drawing and
painting thanks to varied techniques
(colored inks, oil, pastel, charcoal,
drawing gum, acrylic, gouache...),
including the bases, observation
exercises and creative step-by-step
workshops to experiment, create
and have fun with arts!

Pop Up & Paper Sceneries
E. Selena

A Natural Cabinet of Curiosities
Hélo-Ita

NEW

NEW

Softcover / 96 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €14.95
From 6 onwards

My Super Nature
DIY Afternoons
Collective Work

21 original projects explained in
step-by-step and followed by ideas
of variations to develop the child’s
creativity. Only simple material is
needed to realize those creative
activities based on nature (leaves,
flowers, stones...).

Japanese Wonders
C. Bouet

Upcycling Creations
Lucimari

Hardcover / 144 pp / 19.7 x 28.8 cm /
€19.50
From 5 onwards

NEW

Fine Arts Techniques
for Young Artists
An original series to teach key fine
arts techniques to children:
through adapted projects and clear
step-by-step, children will be
able to develop their own creativity.
Softcover / 96 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards
3 available titles

Comic Strip Workshop
for Young Artists
C. Pénicaud

Watercolor
for Young Artists
S. Van Der Linden

Easy Drawing
for Young Artists
L. Herzog
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Activities
My Super Coloring Book

60 colorings, on a thick drawing paper, to give life to beautiful, funny or enchanting sceneries with colored pencils, felt pens or ink!
Softcover / 64 pp / 29.7 x 29.7 cm / €12.95
From 6 onwards
5 available titles

NEW

My Giant Kawaii
Coloring Book
M. Jezewski

My Super Kawaii
Coloring Book
M. Jezewski

My Super Unicorn Mandalas
Coloring Book
By S. Lamour

Ne w
series

My Giant Posters

Two giant posters to color with pencils or felt pens,
filled with fun details to discover, and once completed
children can pin them up in their room!

My Two Giant Coloring
Posters – Kawaii
M. Jezewski

Super Giant Coloring Books
By E. Bossrez

Ready to be entertained for hours and days? Kids only have unfold
these funny posters to play alone, with friends or their whole family.
Hardcover / 2 detachable posters (75 x 60 cm) / 25.5 x 31 cm / €11.95
From 6 onwards
3 available titles

Hardcover / 2 detachable posters (75 x 60 cm) / 25.5 x 31 cm /
€11.99
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

NEW

My Super Japan
Coloring Book
By O. Ortal

NEW
EDITION

NEW

My Two Giant Coloring
Posters – Wonders of Nature
L. Fabre

Farm Animals

NEW
EDITION

Animals of the World

Pixel Art Coloring
My Fashion Notebook
By Charlie pOp

A series for young stylists mixing drawing, coloring and 100 stickers
of clothes and accessories to design trendy fashion outfits!
Pad / 64 pp + 100 stickers / 17 x 24 cm / €6.95
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

By Carotte et compagnie

70 cute pixel art drawings with different approaches (mystery grids
associating a color with a number, drawings to reproduce on a blank
grid...). An activity developing children’s logic, geometry
and symmetry skills!
Softcover / 80 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €6.95
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

NEW

I Draw Fashion – Super Kawai
6

I Draw Fashion – Dancers

Manga in Pixel Art

NEW

Unicorns in Pixel Art
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Activities
My Fashion Drawings

My Step-By-Step Drawings

The perfect books for budding stylists: bases to draw a human
silhouette, as well as step-by-step models to easily draw party wear
clothes and accessories, work on facial details, hairstyles...

20 humorous drawings in step-by-step per title. Proportions,
perspective, specific faces expressions, and colorization: cute
drawings inspired by the kawaii universe are made easy!

By C. Dérodit

By M. Jezewski

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €5.99
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €5.99
From 8 onwards
5 available titles

NEW

In Unicornland

Wedding Outfits

Super Cute Animals

Cute Characters

Dream Outfits

Princess Dresses

Unicorns and Other
Cute Animals

Adorable Cats and Kittens

My Super Easy Drawings
By C. Guineton & C. Alcouffe

A great series for kids to learn the basics of drawing thanks to
20 original projects in step-by-step by a talented illustrator
for gratifying results!
Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €6.99
From 5 onwards
2 available titles

My Cute Kawaii Drawings!
By M. Jezewski

The best Kawaii drawings step
by step in a beautiful shiny book.
More than 80 drawings models
inspired by Japanese culture,
divided in 4 categories: food,
cute characters, cats, unicorns
and other cute animals.
Hardcover with foam / 112 pp /
25.5 x 28 cm / €17.95
From 8 onwards

Super Easy Dinosaur
Drawings

Super Easy Animal
Drawings
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Activities
NEW

I Draw Like a Mangaka

My Big Book of Shojo Manga
Drawing

By V. H. Ta

By Kuru

A comprehensive introduction to
manga drawing with all the technical
bases and more than 25 models
explained in step-by-step up to the
final colorization.

A drawing teacher offers a simple
method and many tips to succeed
in drawing shojo characters
representative of the genre: the
schoolgirl, the love interest, the
mentor, the magical girl, the
priestess...

Hardcover / 128 pp / 22.5 x 31 cm /
€17.95
From 8 onwards

Hardcover / 128 pp / 22.5 x 31.1 cm /
€17.95
From 8 onwards

NEW

My Big Book of Fantasy
Drawing!
By Follenn

The best reference book for
learning how to draw fantasy
art through 30 characters and
creatures in step-by-step:
fearsome warriors, evil monsters,
frightening and mysterious
dragons…

Comic Strip Drawing

From creating a story to drawing it, every secret of comic drawing
within children’s reach thanks to a specialized author.
Hardcover / 64 to 80 pp / 22 x 29 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

NEW

Hardcover / 144 pp / 25 x 31.5 cm /
€21.95
From 9 onwards

NEW

1000 Easy Models to Draw
By L. Herzog

1000 different models to help children
and teens learn how to draw like a pro!
Various themes explained step by step,
to learn easily and at their own pace,
and progress day after day.

Creating My First Comic
Book
G. Blondin

Creating My First Comic
Strip Characters
G. Blondin & Manon

Softcover / 368 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €21.95
From 7 onwards

300 Step-By-Step Drawings

NEW

NEW

Starting from simple shapes, our best-selling
author Lise Herzog presents in each title 300
varied models, and some can be drawn directly
in the book with the included drawing pencil.
Softcover / 448 pp / 15 x 20 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards
5 available titles

Easy Fashion Drawing
for Kids
A. Bussi

8

Easy Nature Drawing
for Kids
L. Herzog

Easy Manga Drawing
for Kids
L. Herzog
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Activities
My Creative Workshop

Complete pouches for beautiful creative craft activities: each set
includes all the necessary material for the project!
Pouch / material / 23.5 x 23.5 cm / €11.50 to €11.99
From 7 onwards
6 available titles

NEW

Window Decor –
Enchanted Christmas
Collective

NEW

My Paintings

Step 1, the child dips the provided brush in water and passes it on one
of the 6 included water-based paints; step 2, the artist paints one of
the 10 scenes offered in each title; step 3, once finished, the master
only has to detach the painting thanks to the pre-cut dotted lines.
Becoming a terrific painter has never been so easy!
Pad / 10 boards + paints + brush / 29 x 25.5 cm / €12.95
From 5 onwards
4 available titles

Glitter Unicorns
and Magical Horses
Candybird

NEW

NEW

Fabulous Animals
L. Fabre

Mandalas
Solenne & Thomas

Scratching Cards
Suncatcher in Paper Stained
Glass
L. Stefano

3D Pictures Throughout
the Seasons
M. Liénard

Animals in Shiny Mosaics
L. Fabre

Dreamcatcher in Pixel Diamonds
Carotte et compagnie

Creative sets including all the necessary material to realize
7 beautiful projects per title, mixing the trendy technique
of scratching with glitter or phosphorescent ink!
Pad / 7 cards + 1 stylus + rubber band, string or ribbon / 22 x 19 cm /
€7.99
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

Masks
Solenne & Thomas

Accessories To Paint

8 projects per title for creative accessories to dress up! All the needed
material is included in each set for hours of fun!

Garlands & Hanging
Decorations
Solenne & Thomas

NEW

NEW

Pad / 8 cards + paints + brush + rubber band / 20 x 15 cm / €6.99
From 5 onwards
2 available titles

Door Hanger & Bookmarks
Charlie pOp
My Super Masks to Paint
R. Tornior

Unicorn Dream Catchers
S. Lamour

My Lovely Diadems to Paint
L. Fabre
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Activities
My Origami Workshop
By M. Jezewski

Cute origami sets including a 16-pp booklet with original models, 30 double-sided sheets of origami paper (20x20 cm),
stickers and accessories for funny and cute DIY projects!

Ne w
series

Pouch / 16 pp + 30 sheets + material / 21.5 x 24 cm / €7.99
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

NEW

NEW

Cute Dinosaurs

Beautiful Garlands

My First Origami Set

Little Secret Boxes

1000 Origami Pad

By T. Gotani

10 models clearly explained in step-by-step illustrations, together with
50 great double-sided sheets of paper.

Pads to create various origami with more than 500 original
double-sided papers. Basic folding techniques and projects
are explained in step-by-step.
Softcover / 1040 pp / 15 x 15 cm / €14.99
From 7 onwards
6 available titles

Softcover / 24 pp + 50 sheets / 21 x 21 cm / €10.95
From 6 onwards
4 available titles

NEW
EDITION

NEW

Farm Animals in Origami

NEW

Animals in Origami

The Big Book
of Shadow Puppets

By Les Blackfingers & L. Stefano
A fox, a butterfly, a percussionist
riding his horse... an incredible guide
to learn how to reproduce all sorts
of animal and character shadows
with the hands! All the advice
to correctly place the fingers, ideas
for staging and suggestions for
scenery for children to create their
own show, along with QR-code
to access 18 videos.

NEW
EDITION

1000 Kawaii Origami
C. Derodit

NEW

1000 Japan Origami
M. Jezewski

NEW

Playing Chess
at 4 Years-Old

By R. Louvrier-Saint-Mary,
M. Calecki & Rice
Playing chess at kindergarten,
it’s possible! Thanks to a playful
method including many amusing
illustrations, this book makes it
easy for children to discover
this game!
Hardcover / 64 pp / 22 x 29 cm /
€12.95
From 4 onwards

Hardcover / 224 pp / 20.4 x 24 cm /
€19.50
From 8 onwards

10
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Games
Brain Challenging Games

Illustrated puzzles, seek & find, spot the differences, optical
illusions, logical games... Great fun with 50 brain teasers per book!
Pad / 80 pp / 17 x 24 cm / €5.95
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

My 300 Games

How to keep a child busy for hours? It’s simple with these little books,
easy to take everywhere, with a pencil included so the child can
answer the riddles directly on the book or take notes!
Flexibound / 448 pp / 15 x 20 cm / €14.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

NEW

Labyrinths & Puzzles
L. Méhée & A. Arlène

Logic & Observation
A. Arlène

300 Riddles
of an Archeologist
S. Lebrun & L. Audrain

300 Frightening Riddles
with Dracula
V. Cluzel

Head To Head Games
NEW

The White Wolf’s Quest
By N. Lubac

Hunted, an amnesic man runs
away, helped by a white wolf. But
why is he being chased? Who is
he? By taking on the roles of the
man and/or the wolf, the players
(2 max) will have to solve these
mysteries by creating their own
adventure thanks to 5 game
boards to unfold (40 minute play
time each), 40 detachable pieces
and a booklet to guide the game.
A unique concept to experience
an extraordinary life quest.
Concealed saddle stiched /
a 32-pp booklet + 5 boards
+ an envelope / 20 x 25 cm / €11.95
From 10 onwards

NEW

Riddles for Young Wizards

Timeless family games revamped by colorful illustrations.
Two-player guessing games with 40 grids and a smart production
as an easel book for thrilling face-to-face games and endless fun!
Easel-book / 80 pp / 16 x 21 cm / €9.95 to €11.95
From 6 onwards
8 available titles

Who Is Who? – Dinosaurs
L. Darian

Who Is Who? – Unicorns
L. Darian

NEW

NEW

By N. Lescaille

A bewitching large book to dive
in the magical universe of witchcraft.
365 mysteries, hidden treasures,
cryptic messages, mysterious
riddles, observation challenges,
labyrinths, and many other games
for children to profit off of their
magical knowledge.
Softcover / 368 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €21.95
From 7 onwards

Who Is Guilty? –
Who Killed the Captain?

Who Is Guilty? –
Murder at the Manor

365 • FLEURUS • VAGNON
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Games
Ne w
series

Investigating
In The Moonlight

NEW

NEW

A mysterious story, an enigma to solve
per double-page, and clues in invisible ink
hidden in the background to be revealed
with a lamp. A new concept of mystery
books for an entertaining reading.
Hardcover / 32 pp / 23 x 28 cm / €15.95
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

The Mayan Treasure
Concepteo & L. Fabre

Escape Game Nature

Thrilling and educative escape games designed to get children know
more about nature and ecology!
Softcover / 128 pp / 21 x 21 cm / €13.95
From 8 onwards
6 available titles in the original series + 2 bind-up editions

Mystery in the Manor
Concepteo & M. Liénard

My First Escape Game

Escape game adventures adapted to the youngest kids, with lots of
illustrations and accessible logical games.
Hardcover / 48 pp / 23.5 x 26 cm / €8.95
From 7 onwards
7 available titles

NEW
BIND-UP

Magical Adventures
T. Jacquet & D. Catala

BIND-UP

Green Adventures
T. Jacquet, L. Gautier,
H. Ly & D. Catala

Save the Superheroes
of Megacity!
R. Prieur, M. Vives
& J. Dubost

Save the Wizarding School!
By Q. Dassy & L. Dessertine

Escape Games for Kids

The reader plays the role of a time traveler sent on different missions.
In each book, children have 60 minutes to solve the logical games
and find the solution to each enigma.
Hardcover / 48 pp / 21 x 29 cm / €8.95
From 9 onwards
12 available titles

BIND-UP
Escape Game –
Two Great Adventures

By Zéphiriel, E. Nieudan and M. Briquet
A bind-up edition of two exciting
escape games with a pirate theme
and two clues notebooks to spice it up!
A fast-paced adventure within the
National Marine Museum, exposing
the mysteries and secrets that are
hidden in the exhibited pieces.
Softcover / 224 pp / 21 x 21 cm / €17.95
From 9 onwards

Prisoners of the Video Game
R. Prieur, M. Vives & El Gunto
12

The Dinosaurs’ Attack
M. Tardy, R. Strobbe & El Gunto
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Nature Activities
Nature Is Magic!

Accessible gardening books for
children, offering tips to grow
15 beautiful plants from pits,
pips, cutting or seeds thanks
to step-by-step photos. Simple
activities to learn more about
the cycle of plants and reduce
waste!
Softcover / 64 pp / 20.5 x 20.5 cm /
€8.95
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

Growing My Pits and Pips,
It’s Magic!
Céline – I Do It Myself

Growing My Cuttings,
It’s Magic!
Céline – I Do It Myself

Growing My Seeds,
It’s Magic!
L. Mériat

The Apprentice Adventurer Handbook

Educational and illustrated handbooks to learn how to be prepared
for outdoor adventures while respecting the environment.
A must-have for all young adventurers!

Challenges

32 challenges and activities for children to enjoy a greener lifestyle
and be part of the environment protection in their everyday lives.
Softcover with flaps / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €11.50
From 8 onwards
5 available titles

Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 8 to 12
2 available titles

Let’s Read Nature’s Signs
A. Cambe & L. Koelsch
Zero-Based Budget
Challenges
A. Grolleau & L. Méhée

Zero-Waste Challenges
K. Balzeau & L. Audouin

Camping, What an Adventure!
R. Vollot & S. Bourget

My First Micro Adventure

Accessible adventures to reconnect to nature, learn how to observe
wildlife, recognize animals and sounds of nature... A great way to raise
awareness about nature among the youngest!

Building Shelters & Huts

Softcover / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

By M. Brethon & N. Trève

A specialist of survivalism presents
different projects of shelters and
huts, with step-by-step explanation
and simple material.
Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 9 onwards

Adventure in the Forest!
M. Luchesi

On the Animals’ Trail!
T. Baffault
RUSTI’KID • VAGNON
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Ecology
Little Precious Books
NEW

My Witch Grimoire
by Little Witchy

By Little Witchy & M. Blanc

Precious illustrated little grimoires to discover
different magical and dreamy themes.

Ne w
series

Hardcover with foam / 96 pp / 11.5 x 17 cm / €13.50
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

A beautifully illustrated grimoire
to learn how to become a modern
witch! The book covers many
subjects such as the different
practices, the beliefs and the values
of a modern witch, with non-fiction
texts and various activities.

NEW

NEW

Hardcover / 64 pp / 19 x 26.5 cm / €14.95
From 12 onwards

The Witch’s Herbalist’s Shop
J. Vieille

NEW

Magical Creatures
A.-S. Schlick

Amazing Nature!

What is Biodiversity?

A lavishly illustrated book to
discover nature around us: little
and big animals, insects, flowers,
common trees, but also the sky
and stars... A useful guide to
prepare an outdoor adventure,
thanks to advice on how to build
a hut and find one’s bearings.

Humans, animals, insects,
microorganisms, trees, flowers...
everyone has a place and
a role to play. Through this
guide, the author smoothly
sensitizes children to ecology
by encouraging them to observe,
understand and protect
biodiversity.

A. Journo & M.-E. Masson

By M. Paris & M. Tigréat

Hardcover / 48 pp / 23.5 x 26 cm /
€13.95
From 7 onwards

Hardcover / 48 pp / 22 x 29 cm /
€14.95
From 6 onwards

My Nature Guide

Little guides to discover and protect nature, with beautiful hand-drawn illustrations.
Softcover with flaps / 96 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €13.50
From 7 onwards
12 available titles

The Kids’ Seaside Guide
X. Japiot & C. Koehly

14

The Kids’ Solar System Guide
E. Boureau & M. Sinier

The Kids’ Volcanoes Guide
R. Opsomer & M. Bihan

The Kids’ Fossils Guide
A. Balzeau & M. Sinier
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Illustrated Non-Fiction
Little & Big Questions

20 to 30 questions every child might ask, with all-comprehensive
yet accessible answers written by specialists.
Hardcover / 48 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €9.50
From 8 to 12
18 available titles

Educational Comic Books
By P. Oertel & C. Souza

An entertaining series of non-fiction titles with an original angle:
comics and humor. Each title presents a subject that children love
and explore it through two curious characters for a fun
and enriching reading experience.
Hardcover / 32 pp / 19.5 x 26.5 cm / €9.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

All Different But All Equal?
J. Magana

Do Children Have Rights?
Le défenseur des droits

Funny Questions
about Science

Discover the Human
Body in Comic Strip

Discover the Sea Animals
in Comic Strip

Discover the Dinosaurs
in Comic Strip

Discover the Space
in Comic Strip

Collective Work

What is intelligence? Why do we
have to brush our teeth every
day? How does a plane fly?
More than 100 surprising, funny
or clever questions to know
everything about science!
Softcover with flaps / 192 pp /
19 x 25 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards

My Big Book of Questions
By Y. Lhermet

Thanks to the rich content of this
book, children will be able to
impress their friends and shine
in front of their family! Why do
flowers smell good? Why does
tickling make them laugh? Why
is the Tower of Pisa leaning?
The answers to their questions
are often surprising, sometimes
incredible and always enriched
with easy-to-understand
explanations!
Softcover / 368 pp / 15 x 21 cm /
€21.95
From 7 onwards

NEW

Maxi Seek and Find
Collective Work

In each of the 66 detailed scenes
depicted in this book, children
have to find 6 elements on
different subjects (dinosaurs,
sports, history, human body,
arts...); each one is followed
by information to extend the
pleasure of the game by that
of discovery. 160 pages to play,
have fun and learn!
Hardcover / 160 pp / 28.8 x 36 cm /
€22.95
From 6 onwards

365 • FLEURUS
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Illustrated Non-Fiction
From A to Z

All-comprehensive illustrated reference books with 180 words
to learn more about a specific theme: facts, species, secrets, etc.

Poop

By E. Grundmann
& G. Lombardo

Hardcover / 368 pp / 24 x 14 cm / €14.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

An original approach of animals
through their poo: forms,
usefulness, species, fun facts…
With two big flaps and two diecut pages, this amusing book
gives serious knowledge on one
of the most useful thing on Earth,
often underestimated!

NEW

Dogs from A to Z
M.-A. Trochet-Desmaziers
& V. Denys

Hardcover / 32 pp / 25.7 x 32.6 cm /
€14.95
From 7 onwards

Dinosaurs from A to Z
C. Souillat, J. Le Loeuff
& V. Denys

NEW

Welcome to the City!

By E. Figueras & Lili la Baleine

By S. Giner & A. Fallière

Through this remarkable
illustrated non-fiction book,
children are invited to visit a
city to understand how it works
and discover all the hidden
networks (water, electricity,
waste, energy, ecodistrict)... As
a bonus, 4 large flaps to enter
into two diametrically opposed
houses: the standard one and
the ecological one.

The fastest dinosaur against
the slowest, the smallest
against the largest, the most
ferocious predator against
a small theropod... This book
offers 15 astonishing parallels
to explain the singularity of
30 incredible species! Includes
two center flaps on which
the dinosaurs are all placed
on a time line and a map.

Hardcover / 40 pp + 2 flaps /
23.5 x 32 cm / €18.00
From 8 onwards

NEW

A Mythological Odyssey –
The Creation of the
World
By C. Lecan & G. Lombardo

A captivating book to discover
10 mythologies from all around
the world through a balanced
mix of educational texts
(presentation of the civilizations
and focuses to explain their
specificities) and engrossing
stories.
Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 28.7 cm /
€14.95
From 9 onwards

16

Dinosaurs

Hardcover / 40 pp + 2 flaps /
23.5 x 32 cm / €16.95
From 7 onwards

NEW

The Mineral World
By P. Gemme

Gold, copper, fluorite, quartz, calcite...
minerals are all around us and are
essential in our daily lives. Thanks to
this book children will discover their
origins, how to identify them from
photos, their use in our daily life,
where to find them and the needed
tools, tips and tricks to collect them,
along with a simple recipe to make
one and, as a gift, an agate to start
a collection!
Hardcover / 64 pp + 1 agate /
18 x 22 cm / €13.95
From 9 onwards
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Illustrated Non-Fiction
The Non-Fiction Gamebooks

Unique reference books offering readers the chance to experience
incredible historical and scientific adventures! The progress of the
reading depends on the choices made by the readers, which lead
them to discover historical or scientific facts, as one of the characters
from the stories.
Softcover / 128 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €9.95
From 9 onwards
12 available titles

Easy Mental Arithmetic

Ne w
series

By C.-A. Capcarrère & F. Thouret

A series comprised of a textbook and 3 exercises books
for different age groups, making the best of different techniques
(abacus finger, modulo 9, Flansburg additions, Trachtenberg
multiplications...) to learn how to easily master mental arithmetic.
Textbook: Hardcover / 160 pp / 20 x 26 cm / €24.95
Exercices: Softcover / 72 pp / 20 x 26 cm / €9.90
From 9 onwards
4 available titles

NEW

Pyramids Mission
E. Kecir-Lepetit

Dinosaurs Mission
S. Blitman

Temporary cover

Resistance Mission
E. Lepetit

Temporary cover

Mental Arithmetic Textbook

NEW

NEW

Exercises for 9-year-old

NEW

Prehistory Mission
E. Kecir-Lepetit

NEW

Temporary cover

Temporary cover

Exercises for 10-year-old

Exercises for 11-year-old

Portraits

Hardcover / 96 pp / 17 x 23.7 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards
3 available titles

Teens Only

By A. Toumazoff & M. Denturck
With 100 focuses in line with the
concerns of teenagers (gender,
sexual orientation, commitment,
anxiety, ecology...), reviewed
by a psychiatrist, this guide
with a modern layout answers
their personal questions in all
transparency.

Anna Toumazoff

14+

age :
D’ alcl a voy
t
mots pour tou
’

12 exceptional historical figures presented through an illustrated
story and information on their lives, in between fiction
and non-fiction.

100

comprendre

Hardcover / 288 pp / 17 x 22 cm /
€18.00
From 14 onwards

12 Inspiring Women
S. Blitman & A. Marnat

12 Human Rights Activists
L. Bouyssou & X. Bouma
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Parenting
The Positive Daddy’s Handbooks
By J.-F. Belmonte

Positive education is finally accessible to all parents thanks to
those handbooks written by a positive daddy! In each book,
the author gives information and advice to parents, together
with little tools specially imagined to put the knowledge into
practice (emotion wheel, cards game, vouchers of needs…).

Family Bonds

The ideal series to share quality time with the children!
Through 5 illustrated short stories, the authors develops 30 activities
and games in step-by-step, adapted to children from 3.
Easel book, wire-o / 40 pp / 26 x 19 cm / €13.95
4 available titles

Softcover / 80 pp / 19.5 x 28.8 cm / €9.95
4 available titles

Relaxation With My Child
C. Thirion & S. Bouxom

Drama Games With My Child
P. Pavy & V. Leduc

Practical Advice For Parents
Cooling Down

Raising Happiness

Zen Case

An original series enchanting children’s well-being. Each title
includes a guide for parents and 30 activity cards to choose
following the child’s needs.
Case / 30 cards + 24 pp / 12 x 18 cm / €15.00
14 available titles

Ne w
series

A series developed by three speech therapists
to provide parents with learning techniques
specially adapted to DYS children, to understand the difficulties
their children experience, and to give them games and exercises
designed to support them, and help them improve.
Softcover / 80 pp / 19.5 x 28.8 cm / €12.50
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

NEW

NEW

NEW

What is Difference?
C. Pastorini

The Earth & Us
– Philosophy Questions
C. Pastorini & N. Rosenberg

Math Games & Activities
G. Bynen-Journo

NEW

Attention and Concentration
Games & Activities
S. Lambert

The Big Book
of Little Zen Rituals

By P. Pavy, G. Diederichs & S. Vinay
120 stories, rituals and meditation
routines for parents to share with
their children to bring them wellbeing and serenity.
More Philosophy for Children
C. Pastorini & S. Monnier

18

Nature Zen Ritual
P. Pavy & Oreli

Hardcover / 272 pp / 18 x 24 cm / €22.95
From 3 to 10

MANGO
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Parenting
The Little Illustrated Decoder

My Super Family

By A.-C. Kleindienst & L. Corazza

Fully illustrated guides written by a psychologist to handle everyday
situations, develop a dialogue with the child, teen and within
the couple, according to the positive discipline method.
Softcover with flaps / 192 pp / 17 x 24 cm / €14.95
3 available titles

Advice and personal accounts to raise a child nowadays are gathered
in these lavishly illustrated guides, with humoristic colored drawings,
written by experienced authors.
Softcover / 16.5 x 23.5 cm / 192 pp. / €12.95
4 available titles

NEW

BESTSELLER

The Little Illustrated Decoder
of the Kid’s Tantrums

The Little Illustrated Decoder
of the Teen in Crisis

The Super New Dad’s
Guide
B. Perrier & Lavipo

The Super Grand Parents
Guide
I. Prigent-Chesnel & Lavipo

Life on the Bright Side

Succeed in School
By C. Dalle

It is not always easy to find the right words and activities to handle
school issues. What to do when one doesn’t like a school subject?
When your child can’t stay focused? An experienced teacher gives
adapted tips and advice for parents to support their children
and overcome their difficulties.

Valuable short and synthetic guides, written by experts (child
educators, neuropsychologists), with many tips to help
and give self-assurance to parents.
Softcover with flaps / 17 x 22 cm / 144 pp / €14.95
4 available titles

NEW

Softcover / 13 x 19 cm / 96 to 128 pp / €9.90 to €11.90
2 available titles

NEW

How to Let Go Without Letting
Your Child Go?
B. Humbeeck & C. Girard

How to Deal with Sibling
Rivalry?
B. Humbeeck

Overcoming Academic Failure
in Elementary School

Teacher Tips
for School Success

Ne w
series

NEW

NEW

You’re Growing, Let’s Talk!
By B. Perrier & Lavipo

Serious advice diluted with humor to best
support children’s evolution. A series to think
about every subject that impacts them
in today’s society, to support them and open
a dialogue without being outdated.
Softcover / 15 x 21 cm / 80 pp / €9.95
2 available titles

Temporary cover

Social Media

Video Games

MAME • MANGO
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Religious Books
NEW

NEW

24 Tales
About the Nativity

By B. Collange & S. Ugolotti

The Toys’ Wonderful
Christmas

By B. Delelis & A.-C. Larroque

24 tender and bright tales to read
during the Advent to wait for
Christmas. Each tale has a detachable
character to be added to the Nativity
scene.
Boardbook / 28 pp / 22 x 28 cm / €24.90
From 3 onwards

In 1909, a Parisian department
store has set up its Christmas
window display. Olga the redcheeked doll and Henri the teddy
bear wonder what Christmas
is all about. A Christmas tale
that will soften every heart with
its poetry, humor and subtlety.
Hardcover / 48 pp / 23 x 30 cm /
€19.90
From 5 onwards

The Glass-Maker’s Christmas
& Other Stories

The Chocolate Maker’s Bells
and Other Easter Tales

5 original Christian tales, beautifully
illustrated, that bring happiness and
deepness to Christmas, through
stories taking place in different times
and places, highlighting important
Christian values.

5 original tales exploring, with
tenderness and subtlety, the
great mystery of Resurrection for
the young ones. Full of colorful
illustrations, this book will be the
occasion to share a meaningful
Easter time within the family.

By A. de Laforcade & M. Poizat

Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €17.00
From 5 onwards

My First Bible to Read by Myself
By S. de Gavriloff & C. Delvaux

A first Bible that can be read by the
children themselves, thanks to an adapted
text. They will discover this great story
and its incredible promise in 30 episodes
from the Creation to the Pentecost.
Softcover / 408 pp / 15.5 x 23 cm / €15.90
From 7 to 9

By C. Grossetête & S. Ugolotti

Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €17.00
From 5 onwards

The Bible –
Illustrated, Told and Explained
By F. Campagnac, C. Raimbault,
K.-M. Amiot & Naomikado

The Bible text adapted to 8 to 12, fully
illustrated and going with some non-fiction
pages, to give historical, geographical
or literary insight. The perfect gift for First
Communion.
Hardcover / 272 pp / 17 x 21 cm / €21.90
From 8 to 12

NEW

Escape Game

A thrilling adventure gamebook with
puzzles and logical games, materials
to cut out and enigmas... A fun way
to learn about the extraordinary lives
of great figures from the Old or New
Testament.
Softcover / 21 x 21 cm / 56 to 64 pp / €12.90
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

20

Prisoner in Egypt
N. Masson, Y. Caudal
& Sarujin

The Last Letter
of Saint Paul
A. Goeury & M. Tuffin
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Religious Books
NEW

Sara & Simon’s Seek And Find
By G. de Sutter

In each of the 12 large and detailed scenes of each title,
children will have to find 4 characters and 3 animals.
Great seek and find games for the whole family!
Hardcover / 32 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €9.95 to €11.50
From 6 onwards
4 available titles

On the Way of St James

1, 2, 3, I Believe in You !
By M. Roche

A series to pass on faith to toddlers, in a small format
adapted to tiny hands, with the simple words of Jesus
and beautiful illustrations.

Ne w
series

Boardbook / 12 pp / 17.6 x 17.6 cm / €9.95
From 0 to 3
4 available titles

NEW

The Life of Jesus

The Twelve Apostles

The Baby Missal
By E. Lescoat

A missal with delicate illustrations
for the youngest ones to be familiarized
with Mass. A must-have book to slip
into the strollers!
Boardbook / 24 pp / 17.5 x 17.5 cm / €9.90
From 0 to 3

NEW
My Christening,
First Steps in Faith

By S. de Mullenheim, K.-M. Amiot
& M. Lemoine
Our Father

Hail Mary

NEW

NEW

A little story to remind the child
everything that happened during
their christening, going with a
part dedicated to faith awakening
within the family.
Hardcover / 32 pp / 21 x 22 cm /
€13.50
From 2 onwards

The Mass

Hello Jesus

Bedtime Ritual

Picture books offering 7 stories full of tenderness, with beautiful
illustrations, and 7 simple prayers to read every evening of the week.
The perfect bedtime ritual!
Hardcover / 56 pp / 22.5 x 27 cm / €12.90
From 4 to 8
2 available titles

Wheat Seed –
My First Catechism in Pictures

By M. Luthringer, C. Pellissier & V. Aladjidi
Following the rhythm of the day of the
little ones, this book presents with simple
words and a great theological precision
all the fundamentals of faith (God creator,
forgiveness, the Bible, Sacraments,
praise…).
Flexibound / 128 pp / 14 x 17 cm / €14.90
From 4 to 7

My Little Missal
By M. Roche

A Story, a Prayer
and Off to Bed!
Collective Work

Another Story, a Prayer
and Off to Bed!
Collective Work

A complete and illustrated missal
to follow the mass from the first sign
of the cross to the final blessing, the
priest’s words and the congregation’s
responses, as well as commentaries
to help them follow along.
Hardcover / 48 pp / 16 x 16 cm / €9.90
From 4 to 7
MAME
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Religious Books
Like a Mustard Seed

The Missal for Children

A sweet picture book to discover,
through the encounters of the two
main characters, the great parables
of Jesus, with simple words
and children’s questions. A book to
read to children as a first introduction
to faith!

The perfect book to understand everything
about the mass and never be bored again!
This missal presents all the ordinary of the
mass and the 4 main Eucharistic prayers,
along with explanations throughout the
mass to answer children’s questions with
little humorous comic strips.

By S. de Mullenheim & S. Chaussade

By B. Delelis & K. Longhi

Softcover / 80 pp / 15 x 20 cm / €9.90
From 8 to 12

Hardcover / 56 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €13.90
From 5 onwards

15 Extraordinary Saints

15 Christian Missionaries

15 portraits of Saints, from Saint Peter
to Mother Teresa, to discover
their childhood, lives, fun facts
and pray with them. An original book
mixing stories, comics, non-fiction
information and prayers.

An inspiring book, beautifully illustrated,
to discover a selection of great
missionary’s adventures carried out
throughout the history of the Church.
Stories to dream and to admire the
courage and faith of 15 extraordinary
characters.

By G. Tertrais, A. Clermont & C. Gautier

By C. Grossetête, S. Son & N. Grall

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €16.90
From 8 onwards

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €16.90
From 9 to 12

20 Christians
Who Changed the World

How Great Are Your Works!
By S. de Mullenheim & A. Griot

By B. de Guillebon, A. Clermont
& N. Grall

A fully illustrated book to discover,
following 15 great Saints (Francis of
Assisi, Kateri Tekakwitha, Pier Giorgio
Frassatti, Charles de Foucauld...),
ecology as written by Pope Francis
in his Encyclical Letter “Laudato si”.
Following each story, a prayer, activity
or challenge to act every day
for a world respectful of humanity
and nature.

20 portraits of artists, scientists or
servers of the poorest who, inspired by
their Christian faith, let their marks over
the world. A beautiful book celebrating
positive and inspiring models for
children (Saint Benedict, Hildegarde of
Bingen, Bach, Gaudi, Pasteur...).
Hardcover / 128 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €19.90
From 9 to 12

I Received Jesus

Perfect meaningful gift books, beautifully illustrated, for the First
Communion. A series dedicated to the most important knowledge
for children to understand Mass, pray and deepen their faith.
Hardcover / 48 to 64 pp / 14 x 17 cm / €8.90 to €12.50
From 7 onwards
14 available titles

Saint Joseph, Protect Our Family
S. du Mesnil & H. Zang
22

Opening Up to Mary
S. du Mesnil & by.bm

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €17.90
From 8 onwards

Spirituality for children

Spirituality books for children to teach them about faith in the manner
of various saints.
Hardcover / 72 pp / 13 x 18.5 cm / €12.90
From 8 onwards
3 available titles

NEW

The Little Way
J. Bouilloc & S. Ugolotti

The Garden of Wonders
J. Bouilloc & S. Ugolotti

MAME
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Religious Books
The Covenant Messengers
By J.-M. Touche

A series of historical exciting adventures where three ordinary children
travel through time and relive great episodes of the Bible. An original
and lively way of introducing children to the story of God’s people
and His Message.
Softcover / 192 to 252 pp / 14 x 21 cm / €14.90
From 9 onwards
7 available titles

NEW
EDITION

NEW
EDITION

Oxygenius

By D. Pérot-Poussielgue
The Oxygenians live in the heart of a volcano. But times are
changing: the volcano is showing signs of activity and oxygen
is running out. The Sylvinians live in the forest, with plenty of
oxygen. A conflict soon arises between the peoples. Our heroes
then take us to the Tektonius people for new adventures,
reveling more aspects of this post-apocalyptic world. A series
of fantasy novels where young readers will discover the value of
friendship, family, love, courage and honesty.
Softcover / 272 to 320 pp / 14 x 21 cm / €14.90 to €15.90
From 12 onwards
2 available titles

AWARDED

NEW

The Light’s Sons

The Door to the Realm

Keep Your Eyes Open
By S. de Mullenheim & M. Gosselin

An illustrated series following the investigations of 4 children
in their everyday life. Funny and touching illustrated novels.
Softcover / 176 pp / 14 x 21 cm / €11.90
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

In the Heart
of the Stone

In the Heart
of the Volcano

The Young Heroes
By K.-M. Amiot

A lovely series for young readers dedicated to children who live
adventures full of service, mindedness, solidarity, friendship...
and laughter!
Softcover / 124 pp / 14 x 21 cm / €10.00
From 7 to 9
2 available titles

He That Will Steal a Pin,
Will Steal a Better Thing!

Making the Best of Things

Miko and the 7 Secrets
of the Bible
By G. Tertrais & A. Carreres

Miko’s grand-father just died and left
a mysterious letter and his Bible
to the young boy, inviting him into
a real spiritual adventure, questioning
the meaning of life. An original book
mixing a storyline, manga boards
and non-fiction pages to discover
the Christian faith and the Bible.

Burning with
Enthusiasm

The Secret of the
Poppy Room

Softcover with flaps / 176 pp / 15 x 21 cm /
€14.90
From 8 to 12
MAME
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